AGNI PURANAM.
repeated Maya Mantra.   Hundred times the oblation should
be offered in honour of the goddess of  release, and subse-
quently the fetters that bind him to that particular existence,
should be  caused to  fall  off, by permanently  damming up
the current of his impieties.    Five  times five, the  oblations
should he cast into the sacrificial  fire, accompanied  by the
Mantra of Weapon, ending with  the Mantra Svaha  thereto
appended.    Seven oblations should be offered to the bonds of
life, such as illusion, etc., by repeating the Mantra of Weapon,
which should be severed  with  the  sword of knowledge,  as
an  ordinary  string of  thread is  cut in two,  with  a steel
knife, by repeating the  Mantra which  runs as u Qra Hum
Hun Put to the beatitude of salvation/'   With his both hands
the preceptor should unloose the thread,  tied round the body
of the disciple. He should repeat the Shara Mantra, while thus
untying the thread, iay it down in a circle in  the sacrificial
laddie, full of clarified butter* The thread should be imagined
as burnt and reduced to ashes, by repeating the Astra, oa
the former, and the Kabalastra Mantra on the latter occasion
(48—52).    Five oblations should   be cast into the fire for
guarding against recrudescence of the  evtls< of life.   The
Pryaschitta (the rite of expiation  of sin committed through
undue performance of the sacrifice)  should be performed,
and eight oblations should be cast into the fire subsequent
thereto .by repeating the  Mantra which runs as "OmHas
to the weapon (Astra) Hmn Put"   Then the  god of fate
should be invoked, and worshipped, and the rite of Tarpaaa
should be done in his honour (53).
Then the sovereignly of the god Braaha, sfeodH hi f*.
turned to him by offering three oblations as
Ham, O Bramhan, whom sotrad and toad carnal
perceive, take ttiese oWatioas, ! ofor tb«» to yo*."
preceptor shouW inform bi* the ouadate of the god
to the followiagegect:—^OBnAmant Ofe
formerly possessed of a material body and temesUd by its

